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Switzerland’s New Rules on Corporate Responsibility

T

he Swiss public will soon vote in a much-debated referendum that could
require companies to extend protection of human rights and the environment
to all their operations globally. Assuming the vote is passed, Swiss companies will
have a legal obligation to ensure they maintain Swiss law standards in every
jurisdiction in which they operate. While the counterproposal comprises a less
demanding regime it still imposes higher reporting obligations for larger corporations supporting the overall goal of the initiative committee.
The KVI and the counterproposal reflect a global trend in which regulators and
policy makers are responding to public demand for companies to meet higher
standards across all aspects of their operations. The uptick in regulatory activity,
which is echoed in the investment and more recently in the financing world, raises
environmental standards and human rights to the level of strategic priority, with
companies facing regulatory fines if they fail to deliver.
Much has been written on the potential downsides of the KVI and its impact on
the Swiss economy. Indeed, we do estimate additional annual compliance cost of
CHF 1.2 – 1.6 billion for Swiss companies. However, we also see great opportunities for those that embark on an ESG journey regardless of the initiative. First
movers will benefit from additional revenues, higher client retention and profitability than their peers.
To prepare for the new normal, a comprehensive approach along three levers is
required. The first lever is be a top-down assessment of risks throughout the value
chain. This risk landscape can then be used to benchmark and recalibrate compliance controls. In a third step these will be implemented though new company-wide
rules and procedures including measures to strengthen corporate compliance culture. These three cornerstones are likely to become preconditions of operating
across borders in a more demanding ethical climate.

Zurich, 3 November 2020
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The Responsible Business Initiative: Corporate Obligations
Under KVI, companies,
their subsidiaries and
economicallycontrolled suppliers
will be legally obliged
to incorporate respect
for human rights and
the environment in all
their business activities

The KVI imposes a duty on Swiss corporates in respect of human rights and environmental protection among their subsidiaries and economically controlled suppliers. The duty is governed by Swiss law, meaning that companies will be held
accountable for their global operations based on standards laid out in domestic
legislation. Local legal requirements around the world will be supplementary to
domestic legal obligations. However, the liability will not be absolute; it can be met
by proof of due diligence.
Swiss legislators have said that if the KVI is not mandated in November, it will be
replaced by a secondary proposal agreed by the Swiss Federal Assembly. This comprises a less demanding regime that imposes a reporting obligation on a smaller
subset of larger corporations and will not substantially change the current position
on cross-border liability.
The recent history of compliance enforcement suggests that companies that fail to
meet the required standards will face substantial fines. Still, some sectors are more
exposed than others. Companies facing the biggest risk of fines tend to be in the
financial sector, resources and energy, and consumer goods. Less exposed sectors
include IT and communications, healthcare, and industrial goods. (See Exhibit 1).

Exhibit 1 | To what extent is my industry exposed to risks related to international
environmental standards and human rights?
Past fines provide a first indication of the risk individual industries can expect
Industry size by revenues

Risk potential based on previous

Small

fines1

Medium

Large

High
Financial Industry2

Medium
IT & Communication

Health Care
Industrial Goods

Ressources & Energy
Consumer Goods

Low
Small

Medium

Large

Average company size (by revenues)
Note: Industry excl. automotive fines
Source: Fines: BCG study based on annual reports from 2009–19; revenues: S&P Capital IQ; BCG analysis
1
Fines of over $20M for DAX, Euro Stoxx 50, NASDAQ 100, and Dow Jones companies
2
Financial Industry fines are reduced times six for purpose of illustration
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The KVI is concerned specifically with environment and human rights obligations,
so is slightly removed from broader ESG (Environmental, Social and Governance)
standards. BCG analysis suggests potential liabilities will be contingent on five
variables:

•

Company size and international expansion

•

Production in emerging and developing countries

•

Complexity and level of integration of the value chain

•

Resource-intensity of the product mix

•

Cash flows/business relationships in emerging and developing countries

KVI will cost Swiss
companies from
CHF1.2 billion to
1.6 billion a year

Given these parameters, we expect that the companies most likely to be in scope of
the new law are in the commodities, chemicals and processing industries, as well as
agriculture, food and textile companies. Firms in these sectors tend to conduct
large-scale operations in emerging markets, which on average are more likely to be
susceptible to human rights and environmental risks, and which may see lower
levels of local enforcement than developed markets.
There are significant practical challenges, both financially and strategically, in
preparing for the new rules. Indeed, there are few obvious shortcuts to exercising
oversight in geographically, and often culturally, remote enterprises, and the
required standard for due diligence is likely to be high. The administrative burden
will be proportionate to the scale and extent of the company’s overseas operations.
A tough existing regulatory environment means financial institutions are probably
better equipped than many others to cope with the KVI. Non-financial corporates,
however, face increased compliance costs of between CHF1.2 billion and CHF1.6
billion per year ($1.27 billion to $1.7 billion), BCG estimates. Companies in scope
will also be required to implement additional internal controls and other mitigating
measures, and will likely need to increase their compliance headcount by a multiple of four or five. In addition, companies will face intensifying reputational risk,
higher legal costs, and potential stock market devaluations associated with legal
actions. Insurance costs will rise.

Global Trends on ESG and Human Rights
KVI is just one new
regulation in the
bigger global trend
towards great ESG
awareness, and rising
consumer pressure on
companies

The KVI is symptomatic of a global trend toward greater ESG-related awareness,
and rising consumer pressure on companies and policy makers to ensure high
standards in respect of their customers, employees, and the planet. Since 2018,
there have been over 170 ESG-related regulatory measures proposed globally—
more than the previous six years combined.1 (See Exhibit 2).

1

ESG regulations and their impact on advice, FT Adviser, May 2020
For further reading see BCG White Paper: “How Companies Can Turn ESG Risk Management
into an Asset”. Please contact the authors to obtain a copy.
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Exhibit 2 | Pressure for responsible business is rising internationally due to new laws and
higher fines
Cumulative amount of fines paid (USD B)1

Environmental, Social
& Governance Laws &
Regulations

180
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Financial Services

160
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Business and Human Rights
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Modern
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Dodd
Frank Act

Transparency
in Supply
Chain Act

EU Directive
on CSR
Reporting

Corporate Sanctions Act

100

Child Labor Due Diligence Law

Reporting of
Sustainability
Issues

80

EU Money Laundering Action Plan
ECB Guidelines on climate
and environmental risks
EU Regulation on due diligence of
conflict minerals supply chains
Responsible Business Initiative
& counterproposal

09
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Corp. Duty of Vigilance Law

ESG Disclosure Simplification Act

Modern Slavery Act

Climate Risk Disclosure Act

16

17

18

19

60
40
20
0
21+

Years (2009–2021+)

Note: Monitoring costs not included; potential tax effects resulting from payments not considered; Industry excl. automotive and financial
institution fines
Source: BCG study and analysis based on public sources and annual reports from 2009–19
1
Larger violations = fines of over $20M for companies on the DAX, Euro Stoxx 50, NASDAQ 100, and Dow Jones indexes

As the number of regulations increases, so does the volume and quantum of financial sanctions for their breach. Germany’s new Corporate Sanctions Act (Verbandssanktionengesetz), for example, introduces a maximum penalty around 20 times
higher than the historical average, comprising as much as 10% of turnover and a
share of illegitimate profits. It also extends the legal liability of corporations, broadening the range of relevant offences and creating a criminal liability.2
The nexus for compliance infringements in the past has tended to be the financial
industry, which has found itself in breach of duties in relation to clients’ activities
and sources of finance, alongside scandals around selling and market manipulation.
The industry has paid over $300 billion in fines over the past ten years, around
double the amount paid by all other industries combined. Still, non-financial players are catching up fast. Global compliance-related fines outside of financial services tripled in the past five years to around $100 billion, compared with the previous five years.
Large fines in any industry have a direct impact on compliance spend—in short,
companies under scrutiny tend to respond by throwing money at the problem. It is
common to see compliance spend at companies in the regulatory spotlight of twice
to five times the levels seen at less exposed peers. The Swiss banking sector spends
between 4% and 5.5% of its gross value add on operational compliance costs.
2

6

BCG White Paper “The game-changing implications of the German Corporate Sanctions Act”.
Please contact the authors for more information.
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Turning Corporate Responsibility into a Competitive
Advantage
It’s tempting to view the KVI purely as a cost liability. However, that may be missing a trick. Alongside the legislation’s burdens, there are strategic opportunities. In
fact, there is ample evidence to show that companies that are demonstrably more
responsible than their peers are rewarded in terms of investor willingness to participate, consumer demand, and bottom-line performance.3 This premium is now
established across both industries and geographies.
As consumer awareness around ESG issues continues to grow, it is likely that sentiment toward companies that are perceived to have clean hands will improve further relative to their peers. Companies may benefit across five key metrics:

•

Expansion of sources of income through new business models and offerings
(e.g., sustainable products and services, “green” credits)

•

Increased pricing power based on sustainability attributes

•

Increased resilience against climate risks

•

Improved reputation as a leading sustainable business with increased market
share and improved customer retention

•

Cost savings through waste minimization and energy efficiency

Through a dedicated risk management framework and a structured operating
model, companies can turn these principles into organizational pillars that will
differentiate the business, protect stakeholders, and align the company with the
spirit of the times.

How to Become a Compliance Trailblazer
Being a proactive leader on compliance is more cost effective and less disruptive to
the organization than not being a leader and has the potential to bring longer term
gains. Three levers, which together are likely to require around a year to execute,
can help ensure a smooth transition to a compliance operating model that is fit for
complex cross-border operations. (See Exhibit 3):

1. Understand your Global Risk Exposure (three months)

Over a relatively short period, companies should map their global human rights
and environmental risk exposure. The analysis should take in the entire value
chain, defined as “controlled companies and all business relationships”. Controlled
companies are generally subsidiaries of parent companies. However, in certain
cases, a multinational company could “economically control” another company
outside its legal structure. The only defense to strict liability under the KVI is if the
3

Companies with strong ESG scores outperform, study finds, Financial Times, August 2018
For further reading see BCG Article: “Winning the ‘20s: Optimize For Both Social and Business
Value—Building Resilient Businesses, Industries, And Societies”. Please contact the authors to
obtain a copy.
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Exhibit 3 | How to prepare your compliance organization over the next 12 months
next three months

next three to six months

1

next six to twelve months

2

3

REFINE YOUR COMPLIANCE
STRATEGY AND PREPARE FOR
RISING SCRUTINY

UNDERSTAND YOUR
GLOBAL RISK EXPOSURE

Assess your risk exposure along the
global value chain and establish
effective monitoring system

EVALUATE COMPLIANCE
CONTROLS AND MITIGATING
MEASURES
Analyze and (re-)define your internal
controls and risk mitigation measures.
Define clear roles and responsibilities

Baseline your Compliance Target
Operating Model and establish an
overarching compliance strategy and
culture

parent or controlling company can show it took reasonable due care to avoid the
loss or damage, or that the damage would have occurred even if all due care had
been taken.
A first step in codifying a control framework is to develop a risk taxonomy, so that
risks are identified systematically based on the best available data. Risks may be
structural in nature, reflecting factors such as the configuration of operating models
and modes of operation of supply chain relationships. Once in place, the taxonomy
can be the basis of assignment of responsibilities for oversight and control. A key
element of that exercise should be to set up an effective monitoring function, based
on key performance and risk indicators. This standardized oversight system can
support oversight and decision making at board level. Regular or even real time
compliance risk monitoring will be critical to maintain a consistent view of risk
exposures and any changes that may lead to risk materialization.

2. Evaluate Compliance Controls and Mitigating Measures
(three to six months)

Once the risk management framework is established, companies should put in
place arrangements for regular review of controls and measures, which may be
accompanied by new training requirements, policies and procedures (including, for
example, business partner due diligence). By leveraging the three lines of defense
framework mandated by regulators, companies can ensure they are able to speedily
identify the owners of individual risks and assign responsibility to the appropriate
oversight functions.
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These efforts should be supported by:

•

Resources: Availability of technical and functional capabilities to perform due
diligence through the value chain

•

Technology: State-of-the-art tools and methodologies to analyze data flows
and ensure red flags are being actioned

•

Processes: A robust process landscape to perform due diligence and report back
to the holding company

As part of the systemization process, it makes sense to ensure that companies
within the remit of the legislation understand the consequences of misconduct for
the parent, and potentially themselves, and receive appropriate training.

3. Refine your Compliance Strategy and Prepare for Rising
Scrutiny (six to twelve months)

Once companies have grasped the implications of the KVI and evaluated their
controls and mitigation measures, the priority should be to roll out a compliance
strategy for their entire value chain. This will likely be based on a compliance
target operating model that should emanate from the answers to three questions:

•

Is the compliance model well-designed and effectively implemented?

•

Is the compliance model capable of covering the new risks?

•

What measures are required to improve the model to incorporate the new risks?

Underpinning the model, companies must have a firm grasp on where they are in
terms of culture—even the best designed framework will fail if people are unwilling or unable to play their part. Do employees understand their duties in respect of
human rights and the environment? Do they know what red flags they should look
out for? This is particularly important in geographically fragmented organizations
in which daily oversight is almost impossible.
A healthy compliance culture consists of three key features:

•

Speaking up: Leaders must set the right tone to bolster awareness and establish
a culture of disclosure. This is especially critical where local customs militate
against absolute transparency

•

Anonymous reporting: An appropriate system for whistleblowing can be
instrumental in promoting engagement. It should include channels for internal
and external stakeholders to raise concerns, anonymously if desired

•

Effective monitoring and reporting to senior management: A data-driven
approach to monitoring, tracking, and reporting can help risk owners and review
ers to identify and resolve problems and ensure executives have a contextualized
overview
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***

O

ver the coming months, Swiss companies are likely to face a shakeup of
compliance requirements in respect of environmental and human rights. In
extending compliance obligations into the supply chain, the KVI is set to permanently raise the bar on corporate obligations. The minimum standard required will
be the ability to show that the company has exercised a reasonable level of due
diligence. To align with the new rules, there is an imperative to systemize the compliance function across borders, based on the three lines of defense framework.
Given the short time span within which these new regulatory standards could come
into force, speed is of the essence. Companies must assess their current capabilities,
assemble the tools for framework review and amendment, and disseminate best
practice through the value chain. It is likely that the requirements will become law
in the near future. However, even if the vote is not passed, companies stand to
benefit from ensuring they operate to high standards and are working with global
partners to protect their stakeholders and preserve the planet.
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